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Making it happen. We 
stretch the boundaries 
of the possible.

Theme #1

An extraordinary time calls for remarkable solutions to achieve our mission: better 
lives for everyone, everywhere. We challenge the status quo, human ingenuity and 
the laws of science to achieve things once considered impossible. Tackling 
problems from new angles reveals new paths forward. And gives us the courage to 
take them. 



Fossil free steel, anyone? 👀 The steel industry generates between 7 and 9% of direct emissions from the global use of fossil fuels. But the world’s first zero-carbon 
process is coming true in Sweden, and commercial-scale production will be up and running in 2026. The HYBRIT project is a unique partnership between steel 
producer SSAB, iron ore mining company LKAB and energy provider Vattenfall, bringing zero-carbon steel for braces, bridges, cars and construction. Looking for 
opportunities in this sector? Join Sweden in finding new ways forward! 

#pioneerthepossible #HYBRIT #zerocarbon 

Photo: Shutterstock, Per Pixel Petersson / imagebank.sweden.se, SSAB, Fredric Alm / LKAB. 
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Let’s charge the future - the world’s first green batteries are here!⚡🔋 Northvolt is 
building a factory in northern Sweden for sustainable production of lithium-ion 
batteries, along with a recycling plant to be fully circular. Are you an engineer and 
ready to give electrification a boost? How about investing in tomorrow's energy grids? 
Join Sweden in charging an energetic future! 

#pioneerthepossible 
Photo: Teenage Engineering, Einride, Scania, Northvolt, VOI.



Recycling takes a lot less energy than making new materials from scratch. Today, we can recover cotton from worn-out clothes on a large scale, make boats of 
recycled plastic, pave roads with recovered asphalt and create batteries out of worn-out batteries. Work with us and together let's develop our taste for waste!  
The resources of the future might surprise you. ♻ 

#pioneerthepossible  

Photo: X Shore, Tomas Arlemo / Skanska, Siptex, Northvolt
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Celebrating co-creation. 
Shared challenges are 
best solved together.

Theme #2

Sweden invites everyone who wants to improve life for the next generation to co-
create with us. We highlight existing collaborations, thank our partners for sharing 
our successes and look forward to new boundary-spanning projects.



Your emissions are our emissions. Sweden is on track to become the first carbon-neutral OECD country by 2045, but we need you to join our journey to make it 
count for all of us. We share the air we breathe, so let’s pool our knowledge, ideas and resources to combat carbon too. 🧠💡 Let’s find, test and implement the 
solutions we all desire to crack the carbon puzzle. Bring your talent, business ideas and investments and join us in the greatest co-lab in human history! 
#pioneerthepossible #carbonneutral 

Photo: Helifilm



Note: A “Thank you [country] post” can be used to promote co-creation. On the following page you’ll find an example of this. Please contact SI for discussions on 
locally adjusted “Thank you” posts. 

#pioneerthepossible 

Photo: Lorum ipsum

Thank you, 
[country].



Thank you 🇩🇪 for joining 🇸🇪 in decarbonising heavy goods transport! The German-Swedish Pathways Coalition with founders E.ON, H&M Group, Scania and Siemens 
have committed to zero carbon by 2050. Together and cross-sectorial we’ll drive down emissions faster. Developing new technologies, infrastructure, and business 
models will make it easier for smaller players to follow the same path. This innovation highway is just one of many possible bilateral roads to fulfilling the Paris 
Agreement. Where – and with whom – are we heading next? 

#pioneerthepossible #pathwayscoalition 

Photo: Per Pixel Petersson/imagebank.sweden.se, Cecilia Larsson Lantz/Imagebank.sweden.se, Storyboard Film & Television AB/imagebank.sweden.se

Thank you, 
Germany.
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Highlighting the pioneers. 
The people and products 
showing we’re getting there.

Theme #3

Change is possible – and we have everything we need to hand. The proof is all 
around and gets stronger all the time. We shine the spotlight on proven solutions 
and products that were once thought impossible. We show the people making it 
happen. And we exemplify the innovations that can change the lives of many and 
inspire us all.



Buckle up with us for a fast road ahead! Sweden’s automotive industry is revving up as electric vehicles speed into the market filled with design frills and 
technological spills. It’s fast, furious and future-friendly. 🚗🔌 Press the transformation accelerator! Together we’ll find new ways forward. 

#pioneerthepossible  

Photo: X Shore, Helifilm, Jann Lipka / imagebank.sweden.se, Cake



Work is important, but so is free time. So why not advance your career where you can enjoy both sides of the coin? Help us integrate sustainability throughout the 
food system? Contribute your expertise to our climate-smart digital hubs? Join the team developing next-generation cancer care? The challenges are there, so are 
the opportunities. Put your hands on the console and let your talents flow! 

#pioneerthepossible 

Photo: Henrik Trygg/imagebank.sweden.se, Hans-Olof Utsi/imagebank.sweden.se, Jan-Olof Yxell/imagebank.sweden.se
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Welcome to tech heaven. Spotify, Klarna, Oatly and Mojang paved the way. Many more innovative solutions to improve life for people and planet are following. 
Molecular engineering, nutrition data, energy reuse, game development. Whatever your sustainability challenge, a Swedish company, startup or research team is 
ready to match your ambitions. The bubbling tech scene is scouting for motivated talents. Maybe your future fantasy will end up as the next Swedish unicorn? Don’t 
miss out! 

#pioneerthepossible  

Photo: Cellink, Teenage Engineering, Linköping University, Klarna




